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I. Introduction

The goal of science education is to teach students scientific methods like hypothesizing, manipulating the physical world, and reasoning from data (Padilla, 1990). SAPA defined them as “science process skills” and there are two groups involved in this: basic science process skills (BSPS) and integrated science process skills (ISPS). Observing, inferring, measuring, communicating, classifying, and predicting compose BSPS, which reflects the behaviors of scientists and provides a foundation for learning more complex skills (ISPS). SAPA defined predicting as stating the outcome of a future event based on a pattern of evidence. Predicting utilizes
BSPS to state the future; it is a complex cognitive process. BSPS can be taught (Padilla et al., 1985; Thiel & George, 1976; Tomera, 1974) but it is hard to teach predicting skill since the cognitive strategies during predicting is uncertain. If the cognitive strategies and characteristic of predicting is known, it would be easier for students to obtain predicting skill during a science class.

There have been many researches on the relationship between eye movement and cognition using an eye tracker (Henderson et al., 2013; Liu & Chuang, 2011; Liversedge & Findlay, 2000; Richard et al., 2007; Susac et al., 2014). Eye movement during information processing and reading has been widely studied (Just & Carpenter, 1980; McConkie et al., 1988; Rayner, 1998; Tinker, 1958). Also there have been studies on the problem solving process (Hegarty et al., 1992; Susac et al., 2014; Verschaffel et al., 1992) and on science education (Slykhuis et al., 2005; Tai et al., 2006; Tsai et al., 2012). Eye tracking technique is based on eye-mind assumption which suggests that eye fixation location reflects attention, while eye fixation duration reflects processing difficulty and amount of attention (Just & Carpenter, 1980; Tsai et al., 2012). This was a technological development in the late 1990s prompting researchers to explore the cognitive process (Jacob & Karn, 2003). Tracing an individual’s eye movements can be considered a blueprint that shows how encoded information is processed (Underwood & Radvach, 1998). The common measures of eye movement are fixation, saccade, and scan path (Rayner, 1998; Tai et al., 2006). Rayner (1998) said that when people read something or see an object, rapid eye movements called saccades are made and eyes remain relatively still during fixations for about 200-300 ms between saccades. Gandini et al. (2008) stated that scan path patterns show individuals’ cognitive strategies used in goal-oriented tasks; scan path is a great measure to analyze the cognitive strategies. Eye tracker can discover the outcome of an individual’s cognitive strategies as the duration of eye fixations, the number of fixations, and the amount of refixation reveal patterns describing how one’s attention is directed to a certain region (Liu & Chuang, 2011). Cognitive strategies are defined as procedures that support individuals as they develop internal procedures that enable them to accomplish cognitive goals (Dole et al., 2008; Mazman & Altun, 2012; Rosenshine et al., 1996). There have been studies that analyze the cognitive strategies based on eye movement. Mazman and Altun (2012) categorized a complex task-performing process into three steps and found six cognitive strategies.

However, a study on elementary science education and the eye movements of elementary school students is rare (Liu & Shen, 2011). How elementary school students predict and how a cognitive process proceeds have not been explored. A common tool used to assess a student’s learning result is test score, however, assessments based on test scores might be misleading and might give little to no information about problem-solving behavior and strategies used by the test-taker (Tai et al., 2006). An interview after the problem solving process is a common tool used in studies but the accuracy and objectivity of answer is uncertain and they are not a very reliable measure since people barely notice their cognitive process that takes place in a short period of time (Susac et al., 2014). Henderson et al. (2013) suggested that eye movements are directly influenced by cognitive processes and can be used as a non-invasive source of input to infer an individual’s cognitive state. Eye tracker is an adequate tool that analyzes the predicting process instantaneously and subjectively because cognitive process is invisible and signs of cognitive process are shown through the eyes. Also its non-invasive characteristic doesn’t interrupt the cognitive process (Tai et al., 2006), that is, the eye tracker is suitable for elementary school students whose concentration lasts for only a short period of time. The purpose of this study is to figure out the cognitive strategies of scientific predicting by using an eye tracker to gather eye movement data.

II. Methodology

1. Participants

Forty elementary school students from 6th grade
voluntarily participated in this study. Before this study, participants took a program for national student assessment. Every student took three required subjects (Korean, mathematics, and English). Two optional subjects—social studies and science—were given only to sample students. Eight students among forty were used as samples and took optional subjects. Participants were grouped into three groups according to the assessment result. There were six achievers, seven underachievers, and twenty-seven participants who had average scores.

2. Materials

Two computer-based tasks that require scientific predicting were given to participants (Fig. 1). These two multiple choice problems were chosen from Test of Science Process Skill (Kwon & Kim, 1994) to assess a participant’s predicting skill. Task 1 showed a circle that gradually changed its shape in three steps while the participants were asked to predict what that shape would be like at the 4th step. Task 2 showed a temperature graph that indicated a tendency of three-day-cold-four-day-hot. Participants were required to predict the temperature graph for the next five days. Both tasks had the same format shown in Fig. 1: (a) question, (b) clue (a graph or shapes), and (c) examples. To solve both tasks, the participants had to find a pattern or a rule from the clue—the graph and shapes. Area of Interest (AOI) was set according to format and on problem keywords needed to find the tendency.

3. Procedure

The experiment was planned in order of Calibration → Validation → Pre-task 1, 2 → Inform Task → Task 1 → Task 2 (Fig. 2). At calibration stage, a student’s eye movement was calibrated with five targets on the computer screen. At validation stage,
the experiment proceeded only if a participant’s pupil deviation of x-axis and y-axis were both lower than 0.5°. Since eye movement tracking study requires pupil deviation to be lower than 0.5° (Holmqvist et al., 2011; SMI, 2011a), validation was repeated until a participant’s pupil deviations on the x-axis and y-axis were both lower than 0.5°. After calibration and validation, participants had 60 seconds to understand the experiment and materials with two pre-task. At inform task stage, the operator told the participants to say the answer they predicted and to press the space bar to move on to the next task. Task 1 was easier to predict than Task 2. Since no time limit was set, the participants had as much time as they needed.

4. Experimental Apparatus

SMI’s Eye Tracker (iView X™ RED 120 Hz) was used to collect eye movement data while Begaze software analyzed the task performing process and eye movements. The eye tracker used infrared rays and computer-based image processing to measure pupil movement and relative size of pupil. The eye tracker was attached to a personal computer, and a keyboard was used to operate the computer. Since an eye tracker is non-invasive and doesn’t require any physical contact, it serves as an adequate tool for elementary school students to use.

5. Data Analysis

To analyze eye movement and discover the cognitive strategies of predicting, Area of Interest (AOI) was set. AOI was ascribed a question, clue, example, and keywords on the question (Fig. 3). Ten AOs and seven AOs were provided each task to figure out the eye movement patterns between problem elements and the fixation rate on problem keywords. Scan paths have been analyzed to discover cognition patterns in various studies (Greene et al., 2012; Noton & Stark, 1971). Scan path is a series of fixation and saccades showing the order of eye movements. By segmenting and categorizing scan paths, eye movement patterns are found. The scan path, eye fixation, and saccades of each participant were collected for analysis. To discover the cognitive strategies of predicting, eye movement during the whole predicting process was observed and compared within a group and between groups. Eye fixation position and saccade direction showed a certain pattern. Every participant’s eye movement was analyzed with these patterns to reveal the predicting strategies. Also, fixation time and ratio on the problem keywords of a question were compared between groups.

III. Results and Discussion

1. Eye Movement Analysis

Eye movements during the predicting process showed the characteristics of each group. Group A spent little time on reading questions but focused on the keywords...
of the question. They showed active eye movements within clues, discovered tendencies, and checked for accuracy. Group C spent a long time reading questions but missed keywords and clues. They showed a lot of meaningless and busy saccades, especially regressions to question. Regardless of which group they belonged to, participants showed a common tendency of eye movement: they read the question first, read clues, and found answers by comparing clues with examples.

Every participant’s eye movement was analyzed and six patterns of eye movement were found: reading a question, reading a clue, reading examples, comparing a question with a clue, comparing a clue with an example, and comparing all-around (Table 1). As par-

Table 1. Six patterns of eye movement during the scientific predicting process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1. Reading question</th>
<th>2. Reading clue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reading question</td>
<td>Reading clue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Reading question</td>
<td>Reading clue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reading question</td>
<td>Reading clue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Reading question</td>
<td>Reading clue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reading question</td>
<td>Reading clue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Reading question</td>
<td>Reading clue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As par-
ticipants started to solve each problem, most participants read the question first. After reading the question, reading the clue and comparing the clue with examples followed. Few students read examples or compared a question with a clue. Also most participants read every element of the problem (question, clue, and example) quickly but in a different manner. Fig. 4 shows the average eye movement pattern ratio for the two tasks by group. Two major patterns shown from both groups are reading question and comparing clue with examples.

2. Cognitive Strategies Analysis

Hegarty et al. (1992) stated that a high-accuracy student group and low-accuracy student group showed different eye movement patterns. Group A’s eye movement patterns were simpler than Group C’s. Group A’s participants had a strong tendency of eye movement flow. They read the question, read the clue, and predicted the answer as they compared a clue with examples. Group C’s eye movement patterns were complicated and they found tendencies with difficulty. Both Group A and B showed similar eye movement flow as their major eye movement patterns shifted from reading a question to reading a clue and from reading a clue to comparing a clue with examples. However, Group C showed eye movement patterns that were rare in Group A; reading examples, comparing a question with a clue, and comparing all-around. This explains why some elementary school students couldn’t understand the question after they read. Even though their eyes see the question, cognitive understanding doesn’t take place.

The relationship among eye movement patterns indicated different cognitive processes for each group (Henderson et al., 2013). As cognitive strategies were invoked to make a cognitive progress (Flavell, 1979), it was assumed that they used different cognitive strategies to predict. There were two distinguishable differences of eye movement between Group A and Group C that indicated different cognitive strategies.

First, the scan path of eye movement showed a big difference between Group A and Group C from the beginning. When reading a question for the first time, Group C focused on every word and letter whereas Group A centered on keywords and made only few fixations. Group C showed regression to question later in the problem solving process (Table 2).

Brand-Gruwel et al. (2005) suggested that individuals generally started to solve a problem after defining the

Table 2. Total fixation count and fixation ratio on problem keywords of Group A and Group C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Task 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Task 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total fixation count</td>
<td>Fixation ratio on problem keywords</td>
<td>Total fixation count</td>
<td>Fixation ratio on problem keywords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group A</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>2,665</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group C</td>
<td>1,057</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>4,451</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
problem. There was a proficiency gap between Group A and Group C in identifying a question. As shown in Table 2, Group C focused more on the question but less on the problem keywords which is consistent with study from Hegarty et al. (1995). Group A fixed their eyes longer on the problem keywords even though they had less fixation count and fixation duration on the question part (Fig. 5). This suggested that with fewer fixations, they understood the question and sensed what they had to do next. This finding is in line with results from studies from Susac et al. (2014) that experts have a successful strategy to "know where to look". Group C seemed to have unproductive eye movement, or more fixation count and lower fixation ratio. Fig. 5 showed that they fixed their eyes on the question for quite a long time and tended to look at meaningless parts. Rayner (1978) said that longer fixation durations indicated two things: an intensive cognitive processing or difficulties in information processing. Group C looked longer on question statement because it was hard for the group to extract the crucial information within a question statement (Lin & Lin, 2014). Group A analyzed and gathered information to identify the problem as they read the question for the first time but Group C just read the question without understanding it. The first difference was that Group A searched the keywords of the question (keywords searching strategy) and Group C scanned the question (scanning strategy). That is, low achievers or unsuccessful students fail solving problems of scientific predicting even though they spend more time and put more effort since their cognitive strategy is ineffective.

Second, eye movement patterns after the first question reading showed a different tendency for two groups. Group A read a clue after reading a question but Group C reread the question or compared the question with the clue (Fig. 6). Group A directly read a clue to figure out the tendency or rule after reading the question for the first time. Group A focused on searching relative factors to predict. They knew what to look for in the clue by reading a question and showed eye movement that searched the tendency for a clue (top-down process). As they found the tendency, they predicted a possible answer and looked for the one they had in mind from the examples. However, most participants of Group C went back to the question after the first question reading. This regression of Group C was consistent with the finding of Tai et al. (2006) that some students needed more fixations in order to process information on problem statements. There were two possible reasons for unsuccessful problem solvers going back to a question: (a) They

---

**Fig. 5.** The scan path on the question during the whole predicting process.

**Fig. 6.** Eye movement pattern tendency of two groups.
had a hard time understanding the question. They failed to find the relationship between a question and clues as they couldn’t figure out the question. (b) They tried to find a tendency or hint from the question. As Group A solved Task 2, they compared a clue with an example less than they did for Task 1 with fixation ratio decreasing from 40.4% to 24.67%, but Group C compared even more, with fixation ratio increasing from 28.49% to 38.40% (Fig. 4). This was because group C didn’t look for the answer that they predicted from the question and clue. Their eye movement wandered whereas group A searched an example that fit what they predicted. Fig. 7 showed a comparison of scan path between Groups A and C. For the same 3 seconds, Group C compared a clue with a question in order to find a relative factor. Group C showed rare eye movement that only appeared in Group C. Short and busy fixations and skipped saccades were caused because they didn’t know what to look for next. It was more likely that unsuccessful problem solvers went back to a question because they didn’t understand the question.

Group A didn’t go back to the question part after their first reading of a question because they understood or acquired enough information they needed. They looked for the relative factors (searching relative factor strategy). Group C reread the question because they didn’t know where to look, so they wander and reread the question (rereading question strategy).

These different strategies each group used compose superior cognitive strategies. Searching keywords strategy and searching relative factor strategy appeared when Group A adapted to different task situations by shifting to the most suitable cognitive strategy (shifting strategy). Scanning strategy and rereading question strategy appeared when Group C stuck to the same strategy regardless of changing tasks (sticking strategy).

Task 1 was easy to predict as shape change was shown in three steps. However, there was an increment in the degree of difficulty from Task 1 to Task 2. Task 2’s clue was a graph and it was difficult to understand it because there was no unit on the x-axis and y-axis. To solve the second problem, participants had to infer the x-y axis from the question. By comparing a question with a clue, they could figure out x-axis as “temperature” and y-axis as “day.” As the degree of difficulty of task increased, time increment was caused. Comparing average problem solving time between Task 1 and Task 2, Group A’s average

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. The cognitive strategies of Group A and Group C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superior-strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group A · Shifting strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group C · Sticking strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. The eye movement pattern of the participants of Group A and C exhibiting a "comparing clue with examples" in 3 seconds.
problem solving time increased from 24.30 seconds to 33.41 seconds, and Group C’s from 24.33 seconds to 45.43 seconds. Also their eye movement patterns changed.

To predict the temperature in the next five days, the participants had to find the unit of x-axis and y-axis. Only by comparing a question with a clue could they find the core cue. Group A’s eye movement pattern ratio on comparing a question with a clue increased from 1.10% to 6.61% (Fig. 4). It meant that they knew what they didn’t know and looked for what they needed to know. Flavell (1979) stated that meta-cognition (thinking about thinking) is monitored by meta-cognitive strategy and individuals with high meta-cognitive knowledge can determine which strategy would be effective in achieving a goal. Group A’s major eye movement patterns switched as their strategy changed in order to solve the problem effectively. They adapted to the task using shifting strategy.

However, Fig. 4 shows that Group C didn’t make any eye movement of comparing a question with a clue (eye movement pattern ratio decrement from 0.81% to 0.00%). They read a question and a clue but didn’t realize the relationship between them. They couldn’t find the unit and failed to read the graph. The main eye movement pattern of Group C remained the same as reading a question, comparing a clue with an example, and reading a clue regardless of task (Fig. 4). They held on to the same strategies which suggests sticking strategy. This was consistent with the statement that unsuccessful problem solvers couldn’t use strategies effectively and switched between ineffective strategies even when they knew they led to mistakes (Hill & Hannonin, 1997; Lazonder, 2000; Mazman & Altun, 2012).

Also, comparing all-around pattern became Group A’s main eye movement pattern, with dramatic ratio increment from 3.44% to 24.77% (Fig. 4). In solving Task 1, Group A usually showed an all-around comparison pattern at the end of the problem solving process such as by checking their answers. But as problem difficulty rose and they failed to figure out the question and tendency of a clue, they showed an active, all-around comparison pattern. It suggested that comparing all-around patterns could be the indication of cognition difficulty. As cognitive difficulty increased, comparing all-around patterns appeared often because they looked for information needed to understand the question.

The change in eye movement pattern suggested that Group A adapted effectively to the task in order to predict. Shifting strategy included searching keywords strategy and searching relative factor strategy as these two gave direction to shift strategy. Group C just stuck to the same strategies (scanning and rereading question strategy) in different problem situations. Strategies show the cognitive difference of scientific predicting process between successful achievers and unsuccessful achievers.

IV. Conclusion

This study was designed to discover cognitive strategies used during the scientific predicting process for elementary school students. Why are some students good at scientific predicting and others are not? Their problem solving process might seem similar and it’s hard for unsuccessful solvers to say what difficulty they face. That’s because cognitive process is a very quick and natural process and hard for an individual to notice his own cognitive process. Especially elementary school students are not trained to explain their state. Based on eye-mind assumption, eye movement provides information about one’s cognitive strategies. This study gave two scientific predicting tasks to forty elementary school students and analyzed their eye movements. As scan paths were analyzed in patterns, six eye movement patterns occurring in the predicting process were found. The relationship among eye movement patterns suggested cognitive strategies that each group used. Participants who are good at predicting used shifting strategy that utilizes searching keywords strategy and searching relative factor strategies to choose the most suitable strategy to different tasks. Participants who are not good at predicting used sticking strategy that utilizes scanning strategy and rereading question strategy.
because they couldn’t find the crucial information.

These findings are meaningful in elementary science education field as they support teachers to understand student’s cognitive process and help them effectively. The biggest problem that unsuccessful achievers face is not being able to understand the question. Since they couldn’t understand the question, ineffective eye movements such as rereading question and wandering eye movements appear. Teachers need to lead students to notice what they don’t understand from the question and understand what it asks for.

The cognitive difference between successful achievers and unsuccessful achievers is the cognitive strategy that they use. Successful achievers searched problem keywords and relative factors as they approach each tasks. Also as problem difficulty arose, their eye movement changed; they selected cognitive strategy that fits solving changed question. Whereas successful achievers shifted cognitive strategies, unsuccessful achievers stuck to the same strategies regardless of different characteristics of questions. Because they couldn’t understand the question and couldn’t extract the crucial information from clues, they scanned the question, even the meaningless parts, and reread the question repeatedly.

These cognitive strategies could be a blueprint for students to follow in predicting situation. Teachers can teach predicting easily by explaining each strategy and what strategies students should use. These strategies are not unique characteristics only found in scientific predicting and they can be applied to other science process situations.

By analyzing elementary school student’s eye movement, different eye movement patterns between successful problem solvers and unsuccessful problem solvers are found and a training program that advance sticking strategy to shifting strategy should be developed. A training program for students to predict and select effective cognitive strategy is useful not only for those who are poor at scientific predicting but also for those who are good at it. Eye movement pattern can also be used to measure the cognitive difficulty that students face and to assess a student’s predicting proficiency.

There is a main limitation of this study. Although eye movement does give information on cognitive strategies and the relationship between cognitive strategy and eye movement has been widely studied, the cognitive process is so complex that only one element isn’t enough to explain the mechanism. To investigate cognitive strategies of elementary school students in science process situation, a connection research between an eye tracker and an fMRI will be needed in future research.
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